
KEEP YOUR INDUSTRIAL
ENGINES FREE OF TROUBLE
WITH AMBITROL
COOLANTS

It’s hard to imagine a circulating sys-
tem environment more demanding
than that of an industrial engine
in gas transmission compressor
station service. Only a heavy-duty
coolant specially formulated for
industrial engine service can
provide the total protection your
engines require and the long-term
economy you demand.

For more than 40 years, AMBITROL*

coolants have met the challenge,
protecting industrial engine cool-
ing systems against over-heating,
winter freeze-up, and corrosion…
and saving engine operators
money over the long haul. Today,
AMBITROL coolants—including
our coolant concentrates, pre-diluted
coolant solutions, and replacement
inhibitors—are the closest thing
to worry-free industrial engine
protection you can buy.

A Complete Line of
Coolant Options...Including
the One You Need

Choose The EG Or PG Coolant
You Need—AMBITROL coolants
include ethylene glycol-based cool-
ants, the leading choice when
heat transfer efficiency and economy
are paramount; as well as propylene
glycol-based coolants for use
where safety and/or environmental
concerns require the use of a PG
coolant. Propylene glycol-based
coolants have also been found to
provide additional protection
against cavitation and erosion of
cylinder liners in wet-sleeve
Diesel engines.

Optimized Formulations For
Industrial Engine Service—
AMBITROL coolants are industrial
formulations optimized to offer
excellent heat transfer, unsurpassed
protection against freeze and cor-
rosion damage, and long service
life in your industrial engines.

Industrial-Strength Corrosion
Protection—The inhibitors in
AMBITROL coolants are specially
formulated phosphate-based
inhibitors that provide long-term
protection against corrosion,
especially cavitation and erosion
of cylinder liners in wet-sleeve
Diesel engines. With a higher
percentage of active ingredients
than nitrite-based inhibitors, the
inhibitors in AMBITROL coolants
last longer, require less mainte-
nance, and protect engines better.
And, unlike auto antifreeze, the
inhibitors in AMBITROL coolants
contain no silicates that can cause
gelling, fouling, or scaling in
industrial engine service.

Protection Against Sedimentation
Damage—AMBITROL coolants
are formulated with a special dis-
persant that minimizes formation
of sediments and scale that can
lead to under-deposit corrosion.

Ready-To-Use Coolant Solutions
Ensure Consistent Protection—
For maximum convenience and
security, AMBITROL coolants are
available in pre-diluted solutions
with deionized water. These ready-
to-use solutions make coolant
installation faster and easier. And
they help you assure that, when-
ever coolant is installed in your
industrial engines, it is consistently
free of impurities and offers the
desired levels of freeze and corro-
sion protection. If you prefer to
mix your own coolants, concen-
trated AMBITROL coolants are
also available, ready for on-site
dilution with deionized water.

AMBITROL COOLANTS
FOR INDUSTRIAL ENGINES
The Best Engine Protection Actually Costs You Less

Ethylene Glycol-Based Propylene Glycol-Based
Coolants Coolants

AMBITROL CN AMBITROL NTC
(Concentrate) (Concentrate)

AMBITROL FL 50 AMBITROL NTF 50
(pre-diluted 50% glycol solution) (pre-diluted 50% glycol solution)

AMBITROL FL 40 AMBITROL NTF 40
(pre-diluted 40% glycol solution) (pre-diluted 40% glycol solution)

AMBITROL FL 30 AMBITROL NTF 30
(pre-diluted 30% glycol solution) (pre-diluted 30% glycol solution)

*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company



Replenishable Inhibitors Extend
Coolant Life—Automotive anti-
freeze and other non-industrial
coolants must be changed-out when
their inhibitors are depleted. But,
the potency of an AMBITROL cool-
ant can be restored by replenishing
the inhibitor with AMBITROL
replacement inhibitor. Best of all,
this high quality, phosphate-based
replacement inhibitor is available
free under our Lifetime Inhibitor
Limited Warranty.

Always The Highest Quality
Ingredients—All AMBITROL
coolants are formulated using the
highest quality raw materials includ-
ing deionized water, phosphate-
based inhibitors, and premium
quality grade ethylene glycol (never
recycle-grade EG, which can
contain ionic impurities).

Other Coolants Can’t Match
the Protection You Get
with AMBITROL Coolants

All engine coolants don’t perform
equally in industrial engine
service. In fact, some can actually
cause problems instead of pre-
venting them, and some cost you
more over time. Here’s why
AMBITROL coolants provide the
best and most economical long-
term protection for your engines:

AMBITROL Coolants vs. Coolants
With Nitrite-Based Inhibitors

The phosphate-based inhibitors
in AMBITROL coolants offer more
dependable, trouble-free, and
economical protection than nitrite-
based inhibitors found in some
engine coolants. Nitrite-based
inhibitors do not offer the same
level of protection against pitting
corrosion as phosphate-based
inhibitors and they can also degrade
glycol, shortening the life of your
coolant.

What’s more, nitrite-based
inhibitors deplete more rapidly
and require more maintenance to
ensure that engine protection is
maintained. While the inhibitors
in AMBITROL coolants can last
seven years without reinhibition,
nitrite-based inhibitors may require
reinhibition every two or three
years. Finally, the phosphates in
AMBITROL coolants have a more
favorable regulatory profile than
the nitrites in other coolants…
nitrites are regulated under SARA
(the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act) and The Safe
Drinking Water Act. Phosphates
are not.

AMBITROL Coolants vs.
Automotive Antifreeze

Automotive antifreezes contain
silicates designed to coat and
protect aluminum parts in auto-
motive engines. In stationary
industrial engines, the silicates in
automotive antifreeze react with
the glycol to form gels which can
coat heat transfer surfaces, leading
to scaling and accelerating the
need for system flushing and
coolant replacement. The inhibi-
tors in AMBITROL coolants do
not contain silicates, so gelling
isn’t a problem.

Automotive antifreezes also must
be replaced when their inhibitors
become depleted, which means
you pay for new coolant, for down-
time and labor, plus the high cost
of coolant disposal as often as every
two or three years. In contrast,
AMBITROL coolants are low-
maintenance formulations that
feature long-lasting, replenishable,
phosphate-based inhibitors and a
Lifetime Inhibitor Limited Warranty
that allows you to rejuvenate your
coolant with free inhibitors and
avoid the high cost of coolant
change-outs.

AMBITROL Coolants
Feature a Total Support
Package

Our Lifetime Inhibitor Limited
Warranty Saves You Money—
We’re so confident of the durability
of our corrosion-fighting inhibitors
that Dow offers an exceptional Life-
time Inhibitor Limited Warranty.
When you install AMBITROL
coolant properly, and follow the
conditions of this warranty
program, Dow will provide free
inhibitor concentrate to restore
the potency of the inhibitors should
they ever become depleted. It’s like
getting free inhibitors for the life
of your coolant!

AMBITROL COOLANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL ENGINES



Dow’s Free Annual Coolant
Analysis Monitors Your Coolant’s
Condition—Installations using
500 gallons or more of AMBITROL
coolant qualify for Dow’s free annual
computerized analytical service.
Every 12 months, Dow experts
analyze your coolant to ensure that
inhibitor potency and the desired
level of freeze protection are main-
tained. Free coolant sampling kits
provided by Dow make participation
in the coolant analysis program
easy and convenient.

Expert Coolant Technical
Support Is Just A Phone Call
Away—Dow technical experts
are always ready to support your
technical needs by supplying
answers to specific questions or by
sharing applications expertise that
can help you avoid engine circu-
lating system problems.

AMBITROL COOLANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL ENGINES

Buy From More Than 160 Sales
Locations—You never have to
look far to buy AMBITROL cool-
ants because they are available
from 160 sales locations across
North America. For your global
purchasing convenience,
AMBITROL coolants are also
available internationally. For the
sales location nearest you, call
1-800-447-4369.

With AMBITROL
Coolants, You Pay Less
for More Peace of Mind

The high cost of engine repair
alone is reason enough to choose
the best coolant protection
against overheating, circulating
system freeze-up, and corrosion.
But the high cost of engine
maintenance—including produc-

tion downtime, labor, plus the
cost of replacement inhibitor and
coolant—means there is even
more riding on your coolant
decision.

Long-lasting, low-maintenance
AMBITROL coolants help you get
peak performance from your
industrial engines, with less worry
and at less expense than other
coolants. They offer the closest
thing to trouble-free service you’ll
find in an engine coolant. Which
means you can depend on your
industrial engines to run with the
least disruption at the lowest cost,
year in and year out.

AMBITROL coolants protect industrial engine cooling systems against over-heating, winter freeze-up, and corrosion. In addition, they
reduce engine maintenance costs—including production downtime, labor, and the cost of replacement inhibitor and coolant.



To Learn More...
To learn more about protecting your industrial engines

with AMBITROL coolants, call…

1-800-447-4369
Or fax your request to 517-832-1465.

NOTICE: No freedom from any patent owned by Seller or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions and applicable laws may differ from one location
to another and may change with time, Customer is responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for
Customer’s use and for ensuring that Customer’s workplace and disposal practices are in compliance with applicable laws and other governmental
enactments. Seller assumes no obligation or liability for the information in this document. NO WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN; ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.
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1. Reduced Maintenance Time And Expense—
AMBITROL coolants are low-maintenance
products you can count on for effective heat
transfer, as well as freeze and corrosion protection,
year after year. To further minimize your mainte-
nance costs and ensure your peace of mind, Dow
will help you monitor and track the condition of
the coolant in each engine. A ten-year log of
your coolant’s history is maintained so you can
track coolant maintenance activity, avoid
unexpected engine problems, and analyze total
maintenance expense over time.

2. Fewer Coolant Change-Outs—Automotive
antifreeze must be replaced every two or three
years. And the glycols in coolants with nitrite
inhibitors can be rapidly depleted, reducing fluid
life. But a properly maintained charge of
AMBITROL coolant can last 20 years or more.
You not only save the cost of new coolant, you
are also spared the expense of downtime and the
labor required to flush the system and replace the
coolant.

3. Longer-Lasting Inhibitors—The phosphate-based
inhibitors in AMBITROL coolants only require
reinhibition every seven years. In contrast,
nitrite-based inhibitors must be replenished every
two or three years, adding a significant expense to
your maintenance budget.

AMBITROL COOLANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL ENGINES

4. Replenishable Inhibitors Maintain Protection—
You can’t replace the inhibitors in automotive
antifreeze and other non-industrial coolants. You
have to replace the entire coolant charge. The
replenishable inhibitor package in AMBITROL
coolants allows you to restore the full potency of
your coolant if the inhibitor package should become
depleted. Less costly than a coolant change-out,
inhibitor replenishment also saves you maintenance
expense by ensuring that corrosion protection is
maintained at the optimum level.

5. Replacement Inhibitors Are Free—Under the
Dow Lifetime Inhibitor Limited Warranty program,
replacement inhibitors cost you nothing so long as
your AMBITROL coolant is properly maintained
and is periodically analyzed by Dow. No other
coolant offers a warranty like this. (See the actual
warranty for details of this limited warranty.)

6. An Optional Recycle Program Can Reduce
Coolant Disposal Expense—When your
AMBITROL coolant does need to be changed out,
the cost to safely dispose of the old coolant in
compliance with all legal requirements can be
higher than the cost of the new coolant charge.
That’s where Dow’s coolant recycle program comes
in. When you recharge your industrial engines with
AMBITROL coolants, Dow provides assistance for
economical pickup and recycle of your old coolant.

Six Ways AMBITROL Coolants Save You Money

Stephen Moore
Alexander Marketing ServicesJanuary 21, 1999


